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BANG, YOU'RE DEAD 
Elvis Richardson 

Few events have provided national distraction 
from the consistent attention of the media since 
the ongoing War on Terror' inaugurated on 
9/11°. Terror is now the mainline currency 
that inserts a story into the 24/7 world of mega 
media As Bush is busy instigating his wars to 
disarm other countries, the removal of weapons 
from his own citizens remains a golden taboo. 

The Washington Sniper'; Forty One year old 
John Muhammad, a Gulf war veteran, with his 
protege John Lee Malvo in tow, received 
extensive coverage for their random shootings 
in Washington OC during the first three weeks 
of last October, which left ten people dead and 
three seriously wounded Cable TV moved to 
and fro between Homeland Security 
announcements telling the public to be vigilant 
and alert to terrorism, and intense 'live' media 
presence in Washington's suburbs, where the 
shootings were taking place. Definitions of 
terrorism were certainly getting confusing. 
Expert panels were thrown together, heatedly 
conjecturing through psychological profiling 
and the like to identity the killer - who 
obviously came from a landscape rife with 
every known variation of gun enthusiast, 
religious cult fundamentalists of all brands and 
militia- namely the United States of America 

The Washington Sniper had us all in its grip on 
the terror channels, coming on the heels of the 
hallowed 9/11° anniversary when Osama Bin 
Laden's visage was dramatically morphing into 
that of Saddam Hussein's. At one stage it was 
claimed it was Saddam Hussein's DNA all 

over the World Trade Center crime scene. (I 
couldn't seem to locate that quote anywhere 
but distinctly remember hearing it. A search 
on the web only really resulted in one curious 
site http://www.spiritoftruth.or g/ 
walysamar4.htm--a bizarre, Arroogedden-ish 
Christian Right, National Enquirer hybrid of 
paranoia, which forced to me to consider if this 
could have been where the claim started) 

Now that the 'war' is perceived as over, and 
televising the rebuilding and aftermath of Iraq 
would only reveal the devastation of the 
country and its people, media attention has 
shifted from international to super domestic'. 
The disappearance of Laci Peterson on 
Christmas Eve erupted in a Californian media 
:frenzy which quickly went national. As the 
media played an increasing role in 
investigating her husband, Scott Peterson, 
every tiny development bas received extensive 
national coverage, including highly publicized 
exclusive interviews. Scott, I will add, did a 
woeful job of acting innocent, in the tradition 
of another famous Californian wife-killing 
defendant, OJ Simpson! It appears Scott's 
media savvy backfired, and his publicized alibi 
will now be used against him, since the 
discovery of Laci Peterson's body and her 
unborn son (she was 8 months pregnant). This 
case has shoved the conservative push to 
establish the legal status of her unborn child, so 
as to obtain eligibility to charge Scott Peterson 
with double murder - charges which qualify the 
death penalty in California. What a double 
whammy for pro-death penalty/anti 
abortionists, who must be rallying the cause 
hoping it will overthrow Roe vs Wade. 

Not that these were the only cases of snipers or 
murdered women in the US during this time. I 
did not need to go far to find a case of a 
murdered wife; such as current FBI Most 
Wanted Fugitive Robert William Fisher. 
Fisher is wanted for allegedly killing his wife 
and two young children and then blowing up 
the house in which they all lived, in Scottsdale, 

Sett Petersen 

Arizona. Sniper cases are aplenty, too, such as 
a killer in New Yolk who, execution-style, shot 
to death with a pistol four Arab immigrant shop 
keepers, also wounding two others, over a 
seven week period. Larme Price drew attention 
to himself when he walked into the 77th 
Precinct station house and offered to help the 
police find the killer. Price broke down and 
confessed to the killings, saying he was 
motivated by a desire to kill people of Middle 
Eastern descent after the terror attacks of 9/11. 
This story got such miniscule local coverage 
that many people I mentioned it to had never 
heard about it! 
When I first came to New York three years 
ago, I understood my confusing consumption 
of the local and national media as cultural 
otherness, hoping I would learn in time where 
to get the latest'. I looked forward to the 
national election in 2000, thinking I would 
locate some cultural compass I might begin to 
relate to. The media coverage of the election 
and its subsequent ballot count and recount was 
a droll affair, but extensive and of immense 
national interest Blanket media coverage was 
employed so as to cover every possible 
moment Human interest stories were scarce, 
and the media were scrambling to obtain 
footage of anything outside the austerity of the 
recount room. The opportunity came when 
462,000 ballots were transported in a rented 
Ryder truck from Palm Beach to the state 
capital T allabassee. At the same time, 

Supreme Court judges were retiring to decide 
their eventual ruling; not to re-count manually 
(or any other way) the Florida ballots, as 
appealed by Al Gore - resulting, as we know, 
in the presidency of George W. Bush. That's 
democracy for you? 

Helicopter-style footage (possibly most 
recognised from the OJ Simpson arrest) was 
used to track the rented yellow Ryder van as it 
cruised down the interstate, en route to the state 
capital. But the moment that seemed to come 
straight out of The Simpsons, and made the 
viewing public lean forward in their recliners 
with gaping mouths, was the almost 
incredulous sight of an identical yellow Ryder 
box van approaching the interstate, via a long 
converging onramp, pacing itself perfectly to 
enter the interstate traffic alongside the Ryder 
van of the Florida State Election Board As the 
two vans jostled for position on the highway 
and identification of which truck 'was ours' 
moved to a different level, it became obvious 
how we can all be conned 

Post script: 

The State of Florida is deliberating the fate of the 
six million ballots from the 2000 election. One 
option under serious consideration is simply 
destroying them. Such records can be pulped 
twenty two months after an election, but the 
deadline in this case has been extended until I June 
2003. 

The yellow Ryder truck famous for transporting 
Palm Beach County's disputed presidential ballots 
to Tallahassee is for sale. Budget Group Inc, which 
operates Ryder truck rentals, is auctioning the 1999 
Ford F350 on the internet with the net proceeds to 
be donated to the American Red Cross. The 
company said it is auctioning the truck after 
receiving numerous offers to buy it The truck has 
31,297 miles on it, and, under normal 
circumstances, would be worth $17,051, 
spokeswoman Allison Striegel said. 

Iterational news in US popular press consists, in the majority, of 
what the US is doing globally - foreign news stories have declined 
from 40% in 1990 to 12% in 2001. I have also noticed how the 
American flag, which melded with every TV network logo since 
'9/11,now often accompanies a spinning globe or world map - a very 
unsubtle symbol displaying media as conduit for government 
propaganda. 
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A prophecy of analogy: The cheating death chamber 

When I first began forming my ideas for the Front Room show I was going to call 
it The Cheating Death Chamber®. I knew the space well in its other guises, as a 
family planning practice, and a GP's. I had just been diagnosed with cigarette re 
lated, chronic bronchitis and had quit smoking. After more than twenty years, it 
was a big thing, and had been easy at first, because of the scare this gave me. All (I 
thought) I needed was some Nicorette gum and some new hand gestures. I've al 
ways been scared of dying of smoking-related illnesses - quite frankly rm en 
thralled to be alive at all. At sixteen, a cruel doctor predicted that, due to my 
weight, Id be dead before I reached twenty five. Having smoked since I was 
twelve, I've always felt that I was Jiving on borrowed time, though I would ration 
alise that some trick of medical technology would somehow rescue me. When you 
quit, the lungs go through a cleansing process, where tar is coughed up, and it gets 
darker as you go further and deeper down. I wished there was a machine that 
could irrigate the lungs, leaving them pink and fresh. An irrigation device, a real 
pipe dream... then I could go back to smoking my beloved fags, joints, pipes, cones 
and bongs. I wanted to manifest the life of the machine maker. Synchronically, 
my partner PJ salvaged a partially operational medical suction unit, which seemed 
the answer to my dreams, as part of the show's clutter. It even had two beautiful 
big glass jars, intact I bad it installed in the Front Room hallway till the last min 
ute before the show opened, but then removed it. I don't know why. 

I cringe when I recall pseudo-jokingly about the cancer (some years ago), so when 
I made the giant pair of floral underpants, I changed the title of the show to 
XXXXXXXL. They were so funny, I thought they would lighten the tone. 

The instal1ation was a huge collection of various objects. As a centerpiece, on the 
desk in a Perspex box were 896 packets of Champion Ruby tobacco, the result of 
ten years' accumulation. They amounted to quite a weighty pile (and would have 
afforded us a decent car!) Next to it, a tiny four-poster bed, based on one Id seen 
at the Victoria & Albert Museum in London - a Bed for Jesus", adapted with im 
ages of healers, and bejewelled with treasures. On the hearth-stone, a pile of found 
and made empty clock faces, and assorted old broken watches. Displayed also 
were rubbings on white draped satin off of bronze plaques from outside the 
AGNSW - alternately, The offerings of war/peace", and two small skeletons, one 
with a chocolate wrapper over her head floating in a water filled plastic bag, and 
the other, imprisoned in a glass lantern, on a necklace. On the exterior window Id 
traced the human blood circulatory system. Some sacred bamboo in water stood 
before a slide of a NT big fat tree. In one comer, a yellow plastic bag converted 
into a patient's gown. Plastic bags with smiley and frowning faces were attached 
to medical tubing stretched across the space, and a pile of great, dying fennel plants 
wrapped in thick clear plastic lay on the floor, lit from below. I had attempted to 
convey suggestions of a life having been lived in that front room, as I did, pretty 
much, while installing. 2MBS music played on the radio, and some Occitane 
honey incense cloying the air, souvenirs of a performance by live chicks, and per 
sonal mementos. 

I was a bit sick with a cold the week I was in there and not feeling the best, but it 
was after partying all night after the opening that I got really sick and bad to go into 
hospital. Feverish, coughing up blood, and vomiting, I was diagnosed with pneu- 
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monia, but when my blood tests came back they showed the presence of meningo 
coccal bacteria I couldn't breathe and had to have oxygen as well as an antibiotic 
drip. The awful chest pains, which continued throughout, were later explained 
when pleurisy was discovered. 

I had ten days at RP AH to ruminate on my failings, situated smack in between· my 
studio and Front Room. Time stopped and my body took over, I be.came a patient, 
pumped with drugs, and exposed to a plethora of medical waste. From the. moment 
I was installed in my 4 poster bed, I felt the cold chill of self-prophecy enter me. I 
was surrounded by medical equipment and (lovely) staff, with some of the tubes, 
exactly the same as ones that Id used in the show, now inside me. Time was form 
less, the discomfort and worry huge. Being laid up, completely exposed and vul 
nerable for examination and medical procedures, every object was significant in its 
resemblance to what I'd made for the show. The coincidence of this seemed too 
brutal for me to ignore. If only I had invented the lung cleansing machine, for 
real! 

The pleurisy required a sequence of manipulations and machinery invading my 
body, basically installing a drainage device in to the pleura around my lungs, with a 
big clear tube, coming out of me in to a 3L clear plastic bottle. The fluid takes a 
good while to drain, and to make sure it's all out, they leave the tube in an extra 
day. So I waddled around in my gown for two days, carrying this grotesque bag 
gage with me, exposing my internal liquids and floating blood clots. The clots 
were pink and pretty-shaped, in a yellow fluid The tank was one that, if I'd seen it 
out of this context, I would've coveted. 

In the bag, out of the bag. 

On the 10 floor the hospital windows don't open, it felt like I was hermetically 
sealed in. With fever and sweats, tied down with tubes and 2MBS on the radio I 
felt installed in my own nightmare. I implicated the enormous underwear, hanging 
as a curtain over the doorway into Front Room, as a symbol of the exposure my fat 
ass would have every day for the next month, being seen by strangers. 

When I was a littley I was entranced by Ray Bradbury's "The Illustrated Man". 
This book of short stories is set around a wandering man, tattoed from bead to toe, 
outcast, as it becomes apparent, because of the one bare spot on his body. Any 
body accompanying him would eventually see a rendition of their own death. That 
always intrigued me, as surely, knowing by which means you're going to die, 
you'd be able to avoid it. Prediction is the best medicine! My work is foretold by 
that which is around me, concluding the dilemma. Connections and problem solv 
ing is like exploring magic. Some of the people at the opening who I'd shared 
drinks and joints with had to go in to the hospital for a series of pills once the In 
fectious Diseases control unit heard tell of the meningococcal virus. We're so well 
cared for under Medicare. We've got it so good. I'm back on the smokes now, 
like a big idiot, and ve put back on all the weight that I lost while sick too. 

Sarah Goffmania 
May 2003 
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Artist Interview-A.D.S. Donaldson 
You have been described as an abstract artist 
do you see yourself that way? 
I don't really know what an artist is. Some 
times I'm a painter, or a sculptor, so for me 
rm much more bound to the processes and the 
materials than images. My thing is to make 
things, things in the world Not to represent it. 
My work is a kind of world, not a picture of 
the world 

Ok. 
Ifs the idea of a painting which must be ... 
present. 

What role do you think abstract art plays in 
the current Australian art arena? 
That's a question at all sorts of levels, but ifby 
'art arena' you mean the complex made up of 
the various institutions, the so called 
'management', then I would say that it's so 
overweight it's unable to see anything below 
its own stomach, and there is much work, not 
just 'abstract', going on out of view, shall we 
say. To work within an abstract, minimal vo 
cabulary is to work, at best beside, at worst 
beneath, the dominant representational art dis 
course. We've been overwhelmed by the 
views', and seem unable to... 

Look within? Because the weather's too 
warm, and we have a Gold Coast lifestyle. 
How do you begin an artwork? Do you make 
work for specific locations or contexts? 
I always begin again. Every time I start, I try 
and make, in a way, other work. And, for me, 
this often means disrupting the conditions 
from which I begin. And from there, from the 
decisions you make about what materials you 
work with - you will find solutions. 

It sounds like it's materials-based? I mean, 
you move to a new medium, or a new model? 
Yeah, it's the material that provokes the ob 
ject ... 

How important is exhibiting to your practice? 
One of the effects of working the way I do is 

that the distinction between the studio and the 
exhibition space blurs. There is a sense, I 
hope, that much of my work seems somehow 
unfinished, only an early version of itself I 
like this quality, the sense in which the short 
coming is embraced So, I don't know, the 
exhibition spaces and studios, they're all the 
same, only one's public and one's private. 

Do you employ assistants to make your work? 
And is it significant that you do or don't? 
No, I don't.. .if it's something that I can't do, 
and I can't remember the last time this hap 
pened, but. .. I can't develop my own photo 
graphs, for example, so those I get done. 

Is it because you wouldn't want to lose the 
work's hand-made quality by employing as 
sistants? 
No, even if the tone of the work gestures to 
wards the anonymous, or it might, in a sense, 
be against the hand, it must always betray it 
self Do you know what I mean? 

And you want your hand to be in it? 
Well, it's not a question of wanting it to be in 
it, it's just an effect of, in a way, working with 
the idea of any given painting, say, or sculp 
ture. It's always ... you have a question of 
thinking with the hands, a bit. All my work 
has that provisional or performative quality. 
In the exhibition at Sarah Cottier Gallery· this 
year, I subtitled three large paintings, "A 
Drawing for a Mural, A Cartoon for a Tapes 
try, A Model for a Painting". The work then 
is at once something, and the idea of some 
thing else, at the same time. 

Do you collect art? What kind of art do you 
collect? 
I collect prints, and ... works on paper, afford 
able... 

What about stylistically? 
Let's say, mostly European prints from the 
fifties, sixties and seventies. 

I 

I 
'I 
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How do you come across them? 
Auctions, internet ... I pick them up ... 

Any names? 
In the collection? Jean Dewasne, Walter 
Dexel, Genevieve Claisse, Gordon Walters, 
Aurelie Nemours. This is the time when silk 
screen and offset printing is developing. All 
the inks are new, the colours are good In the 
first part of the twentieth century , prints are 
wood cuts, engravings, lithography, mono 
prints- all this nineteenth century technique. 
And then, later in the twentieth century, along 
come silk screen prints, and offset printing. 
And it expands in the fifties, sixties and seven 
ties, and this technique well suits art being 
made from serial, or repetitive logics. 

European Pop? 
Yeah, Pop, and ... Concrete , and Geometric, 
and Psychedelic, and Op. It's everything, it's 
got a bit of everything. 

What's your view of the current state of play 
in contemporary art internationally? Are 
you optimistic? 
No, I think ... for what, though? I mean, opti 
mistic about what? 

Well, is it good, or do you hate it? 
Oh no, neither, I accept what it is. rm not 
here for it, and rm not here against it. It's a 
super logic, it's a structure, and it's, in a way, 
never been clearer. And there are more muse 
ums, galleries, artists, and collectors than. there 
ever have been, it seems to me, and the art 
world has never been more structured, and or 
dered ... 

Interesting... 
... than it is today, you know, 'local, regional, 
national, international'. 

Right. Do you have any strong feelings or 
opinions regarding the tendency of arts or 
ganisations to divide artists in the category of 
either, established", or emerging'? 
It just confirms the super-ordered nature of the 
art world, where everything has to be ... you 
know, it's a kind of EEO', it's an affirmative 
action. It seems to be somehow designed, or 

the categorisation has appeared, in order to 
help and promote the nature of the art world, 
and it can't help falling over its own defini 
tions, on occasion. 

What is the future of contemporary art in 
Australia? 
Oh ... the future won't begin to happen in Aus 
tralia until there's a whole level wiped away in 
the management class, those occupying the 
powerful institutional positions, the gatekeep 
ers - that whole anglo imperative needs to dis 
solve away. All the models we need are in the 
desert, and we must turn towards them. 

Sliding Doors 
by Lucus Aurelius 

When you make your triumphant entrance into this 
world, via the miracle of birth. you embark on a 
journey. Ejected :from the comfortable and cushy 
environs of the womb the journey begins slowly. as you 
learn to gurgle, crawl, walk, talk and shamelessly 
manipulate people by crying until you get exactly what 
you want. 

This journey continues at a rather languid pace 
throughout your youth . School years seem l-o-o-0- o-ng 
and the summer holidays appear to stretch further than 
an aging Hollywood star's facelift. Time, it would 
seem, is on your side. 

When you finish school, however, a curious change 
takes place. Much like Keanu Reeve's success as an 
actor, the change seems inexplicable. Every year you 
are out of school, time moves faster, incrementally, year 
on year, so that suddenly 
you find yourself at 32 
smack bang in the middle 
of a quarter life crisis and 
wondering how in the hell 
you got here. 

Don't get me wrong-- life 
isn't particularly bad, in 
fact it's regularly quite 
good. But when I look back 
at my youthful dreams and , 
schemes I haven't exactly 
ended up where I imagined 
I would. Sometimes when 
life seems a tad mundane, 
and I feel trapped and 
:frustrat:ed, I can't help but wonder how different my life 
would have been had I made other- choices, taken more 
chances or if the random nature of life had taken me in 
entirely new directions 

This cans to mind a movie by the name of Sliding 
Doors, starring Academy Award'' winner and serial 
dater Gwyneth Paltrow. In the film Gwynie's character, 
Helen, arrives at work to find she has been sacked from 
her PR job. On her way home an extraordinary thing 
happens - time reverses itself for a few seconds and a 
second version of Helen is created. In one reality Helen 
catches the tube home to find ha repugnant boyfriend, 
Gerry, cheating on her with his ex-girlfriend, a little 
minx by the name of Lydia In this reality Helen leaves 
Gerry and meets James, who she forms a happy and 
loving relationship with (she also ruts her hair short and 
dyes it blond, ensuring she looks like she just stepped 
off a Parisian catwalk - or at least an above average 
salon. From here on in the Helen in this reality shall be 
referred to as Blond Gwyneth"), 

In the other reality, Helen (henceforth known as Long 
Brown Haired Gwyneth') misses the tube, gets mugged, 

goes to hospital and eventually arrives home to find 
Gerry alone in the shower. Long Brown Haired 
Gwyneth's life steadily goes downhill as she works two 
second-rate jobs to support cheating Gerry as he 
supposedly works on his novel whilst maintaining his 
steamy affair with the little minx, Lydia. 

Sometimes it feels like I am Long Brown Haired 
Gwyneth and my alter ego, Blond Gwyneth, is out there 
in an alternative reality living the life I should be. 

What is the Blond Gwyneth version of me doing right 
now, you might well ask. Blond Gywneth Me divides 
his time between New York, London and Sydney. He 
writes scripts that he seJJs for seven figure sums and 
directs low budget movies that find favour with both the 
critics and audiences alike (and make hundreds of 
millions of dollars to boot). He sleeps with the who's 

who of hot studs worldwide 
(do the names David 
Beckham, Keanu Reeves and 
any attractive AFL player 
mean anything to you? If 
Keanu finds out that Blond 
Gwyneth Me's alter ego cast 
aspersions on Keanu' s acting 
then it could be curtains for 
their relationship. Frankly, 
Long Brown Haired 
Gwyneth Me doesn't give a 
damn!) 

Blond Gwyneth Me has 
taken his place as an 
international jetsetter, and 

it's first class all the way. Long Brown Haired Gwyneth 
Me divides his time between Sydney and ... Sydney. He 
works in a tastelessly decorated office in North Sydney 
in a job that ain't all bad but for which he lacks any 
passion and sometimes finds it hard to even muster any 
interest. (He earns a seven figure sum if you ignore the 
decimal point before the last two zeros). He is in debt 
and presently single. 

You know, it has just occurred to me that at the end of 
Sliding Doors, Blond Gwyneth dies, which, as you can 
imagine, is tres devastating! However, Long Brown 
Haired Gwyneth breaks up with love rat Gerry and 
subsequently bumps into James in a lift. At this point 
the film ends, with the implication being that Long 
Brown Haired Gwyneth will end up with the lovely 
James! - poignant and powerful indeed. 

I need not fret over the life that Blond Gwyneth Me is 
living in an alternate reality. For starters he's going to 
cark it soon (ha ha!) but really it's never too late for 
Long Brown Haired Gwyneth Me to start living the life 
he really wants. But just to give myself a little helping 
hand I'm off to dye my hair blond. 
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Dear Liz, 

Just wanted to check in with some great stuff I saw this week at the Lanfranchie's Warehouse on Cleveland St 
in. Sydney ... this is a great new artist-run space which is dedicated to events, screenings, sound performances. 
What I saw there, over two consecutive nights, was possible evidence of a resurgence of interest in 
experimental film and video work in Sydney...a resurgence which, importantly, maintains an awareness of its 
historical precedents, steering clear of the digitally-induced amnesia which proliferates right now. 

CAMERA OBSCURA: 
On Monday night, May 5, I went down. to some screenings called "Camera Obscura". A small collective runs 
this monthly night, which has the simple goal of "showing interesting and experimental film and video works in 
an appropriate setting." I went along for the rare chance to see Stan Brakhage's Dog Star Man (1961-64), 
(Brakhage, thought by some to be one of the most important avant-garde filmmakers of all time, died in March 
this year, aged 70.) Dog Star Man is a long film (75 mins), and silent, which made for a meditative time to sit 
and listen to the traffic sounds from Cleveland St. However, there were very few of us remaining by the end of 
the film, most of the audience having snuck out between parts I and 3 (the film consists of a prelude and four 
parts). 

From what I can gadter, Dog Star Man is Brakhage's "masterwork", an allegory of the cycles of life and death, 
and it alternates between "abstract" moving colour fields, created by painting and scratching directly onto the 
surface of the 16mm film, and "representational" imagery, photographed in the traditional way with a movie 
camera. The "abstract" sections have a kind of "cosmic" feel to them: lots of beautiful bright yellows and 
greens and reds ... These handmade sections of the film didn't, to me, have a "grounding" effect, as you might 
expect from footage made by working directly onto the film surface, (since it reminds us of the material "stuff' 
of film). To me, they acted more as a "launchpad for the viewer's imagination" - the way that listening to 
music sometimes allows your mind to wander away from the "piece" of music itself. This "cosmic" feel is 
reinforced by brief snatches of filmed imagery: astronomical footage borrowed from an observatory, showing 
sunlight over the horizon of a planet or moon... 

Most of the other representational imagery in. Dog Star Mon shows a bearded man and his dog climbing, and 
struggl ing, up a steep snowy incline. There are very brief shots of other images interspersed throughout the 
film - a woman's naked body, a baby's face, indiscernable shots of internal organs. For me, the weakest 
sections in the film were these ones which consisted mainly of the man climbing the snowy hill ... they were 
quite tedious, his struggle seemed too contrived, as if Brakhage bad put the camera at more of an angle to make 
the hill seem steeper... and I thought the action of climbing a hill too ... obvious ... a metaphor for our collective 
struggle through life. What' s more, the dog always gave it away, wagging his tail happily (he obviously hadn't 
been. told that be was supposed to be acting). 

\I 
A few thoughts about the Camera Obscura screenin g of Brakhage : 

1. Watching it was hard work, and would have been in. any circumstances. However, just to make it a bit 
MORE challenging, the curators juxtaposed Dog Star Mon with Wave Twisters (2001)- by Syd Garon and Eric 
Henry: a kind of animated, B-grade , hip-hop, stir-trek style odyssey. In Wave Twisters, the sounds and images 
are interwoven as a sort of extended music video with lots of sampling and scratching ... it's very entertaining in 
a very light-on way. But spending an hour with Wove Twisters had put us all into that kind of easy-on-the-eye, 
easy-on-the-car, "lets just have a beer and not think too hard" lull. So it was certainly a jolt to switch into an 
early 1960's, silent, allegorical and "serious" filmwork (no wonder so many people left so soon). 

2. I would have loved it if the organisers had presented a short intro to Dog Star Man. Given. that Brakhage 
died only a month or so ago, and that be bas been so highly thought of in experimental film circles, it would 
have been great to contextualise this screening wi.th a 5-10 minute talk about why watching his films here and 
now is an important thing to do. This might have set up the audience to be a bit more receptive to the "internal" 
language of the filmmaker, something which perhaps has not travelled across the generations entirely intact ... 
(did somebody say "dated"?). 

In June, Adelaide's Mercury Cinema is hosting an. experimental programme called "The Plastic· Pulse  
Visionary American Film", curated by Jon Dale. They are showing Dog Star Man included in this programme, 
but only parts 2-4 of it. Possibly a wise move. 
http://www.mrc.org.au/mercury/plasticpulse.htm 
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SYDNEY MOVING IMAGE COALITION: 
On Tuesday May 6th, again at Lanfran chie's, the new "Sydney Moving Image Coalition" presented their 
second evening of super 8 screenings. SM.IC. are a very positive and enthusiastic group of "old-tech" 
buffs, spearheaded by the dynamic Louise Curbam (formerly of the Melbourne Super 8 Group). 

Louise Curham's own work consists of (but is not limited to) .. direct,, filmmaking, {sometimes also called 
scratch film") which involves colouring, bleaching, painting, dying and scratching onto the surface of 
the film itself Sometimes her "direct" filmmaking is superimposed with film which already possesses an 
image, and this is where it's at its most en.aging: to see the image embedded in the chemistry of the film, 
embedded in the marks on the surface of the film, the two woven in and out of each other... The eye 
flips back and forth between the image "beyond" the rectangular frame of the projection and the surface 
of the film, which seems to coincide with the surface of the projection screen. Presented in short bursts 
of three to five minutes. accompanied by some reel-to-reel tape manipulations by sound artist 
nYLSTOCH, Curham 's films were warm challenges to my pre-set ways of looking at images. 

Claire Conroy's Birds also pushed and pulled my eyes: a short video showing birds in flight, entering and 
exiting the visual field. I can only guess that the video must have been shot directly upwards, at night, 
with a searchlight pointing vertically. This technique is disorienting because it flattens the picture 
plane.. .any sense of scale is lost...the birds are obviously flying at a certain height, but by zooming in on 
them, Claire manages to compress distance, making scale indiscernable ... the birds could just have 
convincingly been insects located only five centimetres from the camera's lens. 

Some other highlights from the super 8 night included a black and white "found film" from Melbourne, 
circa 1960: athletic training sessions; and, at the end of the night, ten seconds of a bare bottom shitting 
into a tin can labelled "genuine Olympic shit"... it occurred to me that this final super 8 protest-prank 
could, feasibly, have been made for the Melbourne 1960 Olympics: certainly, the "look" of imagery shot 
with Super 8 bas not changed since then (and, as Louise Curham told us, Super 8 film actually has better 
archival qualities than 16mm!)... later, in fact, she revealed that the film was made in the year 2000. 

I loved this shitting piece, because its temporal ambiguity would not have been at all possible had it been 
shot on more a recent technology (like Mini DV). Brakhage's 1960's film was obviously "of its time": so 
much so that I felt it needed some "translation"... Curham and co, on the other hand, engage with an 
"obselete" medium that enables a "hand-made-ness", which bas a completely different meaning from 
what it might have bad in 1960. .whether intentional or not, this "warm", reflexive use of super 8 film in 
2003 is a critique of the "coldness" and structural invisibility of much contemporary digital video work 
(and especially the abstract digital projections which accompany experimental and electronic music). In 
addition, the layering of direct" filmmaking techniques with "camera-shot" images places this work in 
dialogue with much aesthetic thinking that was going on around 1970, around the phenomenon of 
"looking at" versus "looking through" the surface of a picture. 

Camera Obscura screenings are on the first 
monday of every month at Lanfranchi's Memorial 
Discoteque, Level 2, 144 Cleveland SI, 
Chippendale . 7:30 pm. Entry is free, popcorn 
provided. The organisers can be contacted at 
camera obscura'@cse. unsw.edu au and screening 
suggestions are welcome. 

The next screenings from the Sydney Moving 
Image Coalition are planned for Saturday July I2 
at the Chauvel Cinema in Paddington, featuring 
Super 8 to 35mm - the "Big Blow Up" among 
many other luminary gems. 
http:/www.inner sense com.cwmic'sydney html 

Lucas lhlein 

Louise Curban--Emma Cut-Up, super 8 collage, 2x 3emu, 2002 
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MAN ON THE MOON byDavidMThomas 

We just watched Man on the Moon, which is 
about the comedian (song and dance man) 
Andy Kaufinan. Kaufman got mainstream 
fame in the television sitcom /axi, that was 
loosely based on the dark seventies film, Taxi 
Driver. ABC made everyone in the television 
show as lovable and quirky as Travis Buckle, 
minus the haircut and the fire power. The sit 
com formula was there, that heartbreaking 
theme music, and an array of archetypal char 
acters that were easy to identify with. Andy 
Kaufman played an amusing and strange for 
eign mechanic, who he had created for his own. 
stage act. 

Kaufinan insisted that his act was not stand-up 
comedy, but song and dance - vaudeville after 
television. He was solid in his hatred of sit 
coms. The main point of the film was that 
Kaufinan had lost or eliminated the line be 
tween reality and entertainm ent - that as a Bud 
dhist, he approached the 'rear world as an illu 
sion, which could be controlled through his 
perception. I think a critical point in the film is 
the stage where Andy's agent suggests he look 
deep into himself and ask, Who are you trying 
to entertain- yourself, or the audience?° 

At this point, Kaufman leaves the room in dis 
gust. I believe this is because for him, the dis 
tinction between being an artist and a Buddhist 
does not exist. What one does to oneself, one 
does to everyone- if I make myself laugh, why 
isn't everyone laughing? 

My favourite line in the movie is about the 
canned laughter that always accompanies TV 
sitcoms. Again in conversation with bis agent, 
Kaufman explains one reason why sitcoms are 
so bad - 'Nobody knows why it's there, but 
there it is - that's dead people laughing. Did 
you know that? They're dead". 

Kaufinan was not unfamiliar with, nor unaware 
of, the audience- rather did he seem concerned 
with the point at which the audience had 
reached a certain level of expectation and un 
derstanding of his act This expectation is what 
he attempted to deny, and would deliberately 
frustrate and test. He challenged his audience's 
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patience, as well as their existing idea of 
funny°. 

Another interesting aspect of this film was the 
way that Kaufinan played with the idea of do 
ing impressions of people. He invented an im 
pression (actually more a persona) of a bloated 
and obnoxious lounge singer. The edges of 
this character were distinct, allowing his writer 
and partner in comic transgression to play the 
persona also, thereby adding confusion to the 
reception of the idea of impressionism, to the 
point that the fictionalised character had in 
some ways become quite real - to the point that 
the singer was actually contracted for some 
guest appearances on the sitcom Taxi. The de 
mands that Kaufman made on accepting the 
role on Taxi were as deliberately annoying to 
the executives as they were purely for the self 
amusement of the song and dance man. 

The importance of keeping yourself entertained 
should not be underestimated What is the po 
litical significance of self amuse 
ment? ... Survival? 

Stand up comedy has for a long time interested 
me as a social phenomenon. Observational 
comedy, in particular, seems based on the 
premise that if you watch the world closely 
enough you will realize how stupid it is, and if 
you describe this stupidity to people in enough 
detail they will laugh - simple. 

Andy 
Kaufman 
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MOP projects 

A New Space in Sydney---Itervi ew with Billy Gruner 

What is the space called? 
'MOP projects'. 

Does that stand for something? 
The title, 'MOP', came from a show that we had organised 
last year, called, 'Modes of Practice'. And really, that idea 

underpins the attitude that we have, in that we are interested 
! in other artists' work and practice. 

Where is the space? 
Ifs at 617 Elizabeth St. Surry Hills, on the second floor, in 
room number 16. 
How is it run? 
It's an artist run initiative, with a committee of eight - Kyle 
Jenkins, Mimi Tong, Manya Ginori, Ron & George Adams, 
Ben Curnow, Sarah Keighery and myself. 

How did the gallery come about? 
We decided to put a project space together because the cen 
tral people on the committee had been involved in curating, 
exhibiting in, and organising group shows and so on, using 
other people's spaces, for a long time. We decided it would 
be useful to have a space to operate from, that we could use 
and that other people could use. 

What will the first show be? 
It's an open show. We wanted to have a very social thing, 
so we asked many people to supply a small work, and come 
and have some fun, have a drink...so there's no theme for 
the open show, you'll see a cross section of Sydney artists, 
and some artists from New Zealand and Melbourne. 

How long will the shows run for? 
The first show is open for a month, but in general each pro 
ject will run for two weeks. 

How will you decide who exhibits? 
There is no agenda, in that sense. The primary thing we'll 
be interested in is looking at artists who have a developmen 
tal style of practice, in that we can work with them again, so 
there's continuity. We also intend to allow people to have 
their first shows, and more senior or 'established' artists (if 
you can say that) can use the space for whatever reason 
they'd like to use it for. So we have a kind of open agenda, 
but in saying that, there will be some judgements made. 

Do you have an intended life span for the gallery? 
We've got it up and running for a year at the moment, but 
we're hoping that it will flow on,. and if people like the gal 
lery, and it's well used, then we'll keep it running. 

Was there much work to do on the space? 
Yes, it was pretty. much an abandoned site that required 
gyprocking, painting, electrical work, all that stuff. It took 
about a month to fix it. 
Do you have an opinion to express regarding the distinc 
tion between emerging' and 'established.' artists, I sup 
pose in relation to your project here? 
No, I don't see a distinction, I think ifs a very arbitrary de 
cision. Obviously, people who are lucky enough to get into 
bigger galleries haven't stopped emerging, and by the same 
token, people who have no serious recognition of their prac 
tices can be in full flight before people realise it. So, I think 
that those distinctions are very arbitrary, we won't be fol 
lowing those rules. 

r 
~ 

I 

adam & loreta 
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adam: HELLO? 
adam: Loreta? 
loreta: Hello darl 
adam: Oh hi, you're there. 
adam: how are you? 
loreta: I'm ok 
adam: are you coming over for lunch? 
loreta: god, that is tres tempting 
except I have a meeting at 1pm! 
adam: fook. 
loreta: fook indeed 
adam: It's tomorrow, your five-star day, 
right? 
loreta: the hotel fell through 
adam: don't tell me that. 
loreta: but the fashion event is till 
on 
adam: well, that1D be something. 
loreta: I'm also going to Fashion 
Week tonight 
lo:reta: and went on Monday as 
well 
adam; wow. 
loreta: it was really fun 
adam: a lot of fashion. 
loreta: indeed 
adam: were you in the A row? 
loreta: we had great seats 
adam: good. 
loreta: better than the b-list celebs 
loreta: what are you doing this 
weekend? 
adam: Mothing. 
adam: what about you? 
loreta: Saturday I am going to the 
races 
loreta: which will be HUGE 
adam:; horse races? 
loreta: yep 
adam: that sounds fun. 
loreta: Monday going to lunch 
adam: so, you bale a few things on, 
then. 
adam: you should drop over. 
loreta: what aboot Friday arvo? 
adam: Um . .yes.. Friday arvo sods 
perfetto. 
loreta: that would be dreamy 
loreta: I feel like I haven't seen 
you guys in a while 
adam: yeah, you haven 't. 
adam: and we need to add to the fund. 
loreta: totally! · 1 
lo:reta: I was thinking about that 
last night 
adam: were you? 

loreta: I was 
adam: i OJI up at three today . 
adam: THREE. 
loreta: why! 
loreta: that seems mighty early 
adamr: because there was a mozzie , 
al i was hot under the doona , and the 
dog was scratch ing... 
adam: How's your current infatuation 
going? 
loreta: still going strong 
adam: noice. 
loreta: I love him 
adam: ooohhhhhhhhhhh...that's 
beeyooti ful....... 
loreta: I have to go downstairs 
today as well 
Joma: also we are having drinks 
and pizza at 5 
adam: 'go downstairs'? 
loreta: to level 1 
Loreta: I am level 13 
adam: wha? 
adam: wiy? 
Jonn: be is on level I 
adam: you mean-oooohhhh....... 
adam: drisis and pizza at 5...0n level 
OD? »--- 

adam: I see. 
adam: sounds promising. 
loreta: no, drinks and pizza on lvl 
12 
ada: you may get to talk to him. 
loreta: he works on level 1 
adam: hub?? !! Now I'm confused. . .oh, 
so ,aa'I ID downsta irs from 13 to 12, 
for pizza, etc... 
adalll: but he works on level 1. 
adam: So he'll come up from level 1 to 
level 12. 
adallC ,aa•a go down. 
adalll: ona him. 
ada:; and lie' II come ••• 
adam: up. 
loreta: hahah 
lama: that's the plan 
loreta: he'll come all over my face 
adam; iuvley. 
adam: from level one. 
loreta: if he can manage it 
ada:; all the way up the fiftwell.. - •• 
adalll: J bet you he can. 
Joma: well I'm willing to give it a 
tty 
adam: i'm sure you are. 
adam: all i want to do today Is sleep. 

adam: or, lie in bed, at least. 
adam: i have no enerc,. 
loreta: so you should then 
loreta: doit 
loreta: just relax 
adam: ok. 
adam: that's what my stars said. 
loreta: you're like Princess Di 
adam: why? 
loreta: running her life by her stars 
adam: really? . 
loreta: and look what happened to 
her 
adam: is that what she did? 
loreta: she was into that sort of 
malarky 
adam: trouble is, I consult three differ 
ent star sites daily... 
adam: and Uaey all say different things. 
loreta: you are tres confused 
adam: and I can't get anything con 
crete out of their combination. 
loreta: listen to your heart 
adam: no ice. 
loreta: that is the only guide you 
need 
adam: I will. 
adam: but my stars said. •• 
adam: today  
adam: (one of the sites, anyway) 
adam: 'you will want ID listen ID your 
heart and not your head. .. • 
adam: blah blah blab, and Ulen some 
other codswa llop that I couldn't be 
bothered with. 
adam: I like the Jonathon Cainer star 
site. 
adam: it's always, 'you're entering a 
fantastic plase ' 
adam: 'don't wony about anything, it's 
all coming together' 
adam: 'your weekend will be five star! 
loreta: well your life is one big 
holiday! 
adam: I guess. .. 
adam: I've run out of things ID tell you. 
adam: so just come ewer tomorrow 
night. 
adam: or give me a call 
adam: whichever . 
adam: and 11D see you then. 
adam: then. 
adam: mate. 
adam: goodbye . 
loreta: I'll call you 
loreta: ciao 
adam:ciao. 
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